2-Way Glue Pen


Permanent or temporary bond



Dries quickly



Great for adhering glitter



Blue when wet; clear when dry



10 grams



Chisel tip



Washes off skin with soap and water



Acid free

Quick Trick
Need a temporary bond for a stencil or mask? Or do you need a permanent bond for a card or page?
Look no further than the 2-Way Glue Pen.
1. Wet bond (permanent bond): While the glue is still blue and wet, immediately make the bond. Use a wet bond when you apply
glitter.
2. Dry bond (temporary): Apply glue lightly and wait for the adhesive to dry (it will become clear). Use this method when
masking or positioning stencils. When you are finished, you can remove the bond easily.
FYI
To start the 2-Way Glue Pen, push the tip in a few times and allow the glue to saturate the tip (the tip will turn blue). Always
replace the cap after use.

Anywhere Glue Stick


Odorless and permanent



2 per package



20 grams of solid glue each



Rectangular design with square corner edge makes hard-to-reach areas reachable—you can even get into corners



Economical choice for scrapbooking and card making



Acid free, nontoxic

FYI
This is an economical adhesive. To prevent your glue from drying, store it in a re-closeable plastic bag.

Glue Dots


Super-sticky, double-sided adhesive dots



No fumes, no mess, no drying time required



Bond instantly to a variety of materials: paper, fabric, wood, foam, plastic, and more



Easy to use



Photo safe



300 per roll



Each dot measures approximately 3/16" in diameter



Great for attaching embellishments

Quick Trick
The best way to place Glue Dots is to press your project against the Glue Dot dispenser—you don’t even need to touch the Glue
Dots!
FYI
Size of dots may vary plus or minus 1/16". Press the paper or object onto the dot, then pull it away; the dot will adhere to the
object. Don’t try to pull the dot off the liner paper with your hands—it will stick to you and not the paper!

Multipurpose Liquid Glue


Latex rubber acrylic resin adhesive



Adhesive can be both permanent or temporary depending on how it is applied – see FYI



Works great for adhering cardstock or Designer Series Paper to chipboard or Coaster Board



Dries clear



Excellent for adhering Stampin’ Glitter to surfaces



Dual-tipped applicator: use small tip for precision placement and wide tip to cover larger areas



.875 oz.

FYI
Multipurpose Liquid Glue is temporary or permanent. To use it as a temporary adhesive, allow it to dry before adhering. To use it
as a permanent adhesive, adhere it when wet.

SNAIL Adhesive


Simple, Neat, Affordable, In-Line



472" of double-sided adhesive



Applies a controlled amount of adhesive directly to your project, so your hands and work area never get sticky



Great for cards, scrapbooks, or other art projects



Keeps fingers and art pieces free from messy glue



Refill cartridges sold separately



Permanent; creates a strong bond

FYI
To use SNAIL Adhesive, place the cartridge where you want the adhesive to begin. Roll it slowly (like a snail) along your
artwork; when done, lift sideways using a quick check mark motion.

Stampin’ Dimensionals


Double-sided, self-adhesive foam mounts



1/16" diameter



300 per package



Use multiple Stampin’ Dimensionals for multilevel projects or added height



Great for layering and 3-D effects

Sticky Strip


Double-sided, pressure-sensitive acrylic adhesive



1/4" wide



Very strong—perfect for die-cut boxes and glitter



10 yards per package



Comes in a zippered plastic bag for convenient storage



Acid free

FYI
Cut Sticky Strip to the desired length and lay it down onto your project, then remove the red liner. Your project is then ready
to be assembled.

Washi Tape


Use to embellish paper projects, alter journals, and more



3 designs



1 roll each of 3 widths: 3/8", 1/2", 5/8"



5 yards per roll



Available in 2 assortments: Epic Day This and That and Gingham Garden



Epic Day coordinates with Basic Gray, Calypso Coral, Crumb Cake, Pool Party



Gingham Garden coordinates with Daffodil Delight, Melon Mambo, Pear Pizzazz, Night of Navy, Island Indigo

